
S T R E A M L I N E  M I C R O S O F T  T E A M S  
G O V E R N A N C E  &  U N L O C K  
C O L L A B O R A T I O N  W I T H  T E L L U S

Tellus controls the lifecycle of 
every Team: from creation 
through to archival or deletion.

Tellus provides a faster, simpler 
and safer way for your staff to 
take control of their 
collaboration using Teams. 

Tellus takes care of your 
governance considerations for 
you, including cataloguing your 
Teams with custom metadata.

Your staff have freedom to 
create Teams and leverage our 
askSolution bot, but an 
automated approval workflow 
ensures you avoid duplication 
and Teams sprawl.

Tellus has 4 unique templates 
that have been engineered to 
meet the needs of your most 
common use cases, removing 
confusion about what tools to 
use and when to use them. 

Each Tellus Team workspace is ready to use immediately. It’s 
automatically configured with the right level of security and 
compliance to meet the needs of each collaboration use case.  

Tellus provides a simple, central dashboard for the day-to-day 
management of Teams. The personal dashboard is the only 
place to see all Teams. Security permitting, staff can search 
for and edit, archive and delete Teams from one place. They'll 
even be able to restore deleted Teams - something only 
possible through the O365 admin portal by Administrators.

Finally, with Social Analytics, you’ve got access to insights into 
Teams usage to continually enhance employee engagement. 

TELLUS IS YOUR CENTRAL 
HUB TO CREATE,  MANAGE, 
GOVERN AND REPORT ON 
MICROSOFT TEAMS THAT'S 
INTEGRATED INTO THE 
FABRIC OF THE TEAMS APP.

Give your staff the freedom to collaborate and get 
their job done with the right governance guard rails up

Tellus
by antares
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WHY DO YOU NEED TELLUS?
Managed well, Teams is your modern workplace. However, 
best practice governance is not built into Teams. Without 
careful planning, an organisation with many users can 
become impossible to manage, presenting significant risks. 
The top 3 concerns with Teams we hear from organisations 
just like yours include:

Tellus alleviates these concerns by:

ASKSOLUTION ANSWERS QUESTIONS FOR YOUR STAFF 
INSTANTLY 

SOCIAL ANALYTICS PROVIDES INSIGHTS TO 
UNDERSTAND YOUR PEOPLE 

What if you could build an organisational brain that retains 
your IP and frees up your experts to focus on important 
work? askSolution takes crucial knowledge from your experts 
and answers questions for your staff from any device, 
anywhere at any time. It’s built to answer topic-filtered 
questions that’s working where your staff are already.
 
As part of Tellus, askSolution:

Answers common topic-specific questions instantly 
Reduces your reliance on expensive & time-poor experts
Facilitates learning and development for all staff
Available easily from where your staff are already working 
and collaborating today inside Microsoft Teams
Democratises your knowledge and IP, enabling all staff to 
get answers to their most important questions
Deployed once, available to all Teams for many use cases

Powered by AI, Social Analytics digs deep into your Microsoft 
Teams interactions to provide real-time insights about how 
staff are engaging with each other (or otherwise) and talking 
about your organisation. Discover how staff interact. Uncover 
your high-performers, key influencers and who’s not engaged. 

It’s is an advanced networking tool that can help you 
ultimately keep staff engaged – no matter where they work. 

As part of Tellus, Social Analytics enables you to:
Map and enhance employee engagement
Empower team leaders to assess their performance
See what’s trending in conversations
Manage change effectively

With Social Analytics, you’ve got access to insights into 
Teams usage to continually enhance staff engagement and 
improve collaboration.

How do I manage Teams creation, stop sprawl but 
empower my staff?
How do I manage security, compliance and external 
access?
How do I govern existing Teams and understand whether I 
need to keep them? 
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Removing Confusion Enhancing Collaboration Optimising Security Giving you Control

We know every organisation uses Microsoft Teams in their own unique way. 
If you would like certain features built into Tellus, we can customise your deployment for you. 

READY TO SEE IT IN ACTION? BOOK A DEMO TODAY

IS  TELLUS NOT EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED? WE CAN CUSTOMISE TELLUS FOR YOU!
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askSolution is deployed as part of Tellus to your Teams on 
creation. Immediately, you’ll have access to an AI-powered 
virtual assistant to help you unlock collective knowledge, 
retain IP and share information instantly.


